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Power Outage Disa bles Thousands
-

our-and-on- e-h

-

--

chopped sirloin and clams, which

The chemistry building remained

in Lowry Center, one junior woman
commented. "It was really weird
when the power went off. Normally
at 10:30 you wouldn't notice it. but
because the day was so gloomy, it
was really obvious."
Despite the lack of lighting, students and workers filed into the
library to attempt their respective
tasks at 1p.m.

chemicals, according to campus
security.
Dormitory halls were pitch black
and silent due to the lack of electricity needed .to run blow driers,
stereos and other appliances and
students complained of not having
a lighted area in which to study aa
the rainy weather did not provide
enough light through windows.

are relatively "quick" according to locked to students because of the
shutdown of fans necessary to cirBradley.
While studying Sunday morning culate the air in the presence of

'-

--

BY SUSAN R. JONES
Four thousand residential and
commercial - power customers including most of the campus experiaIf hour powenced a f
er outage last Sunday afternoon
due to an. equipment failure, according to Joseph McCullough,
area manager at Ohio Power.
The BeaU Avenue station which
supplies power within the boundaries of Walnut Street on the west.
Palmer Street on the east, Henry
Street on the south and University
Street on the north was the site of
the equipment malfunction which
cut power from 10:36 a.m. to 2:50
p.m., said McCullough. '
- Campus food
service used candles to light the dining tables and
served cold food and the hot food
that was prepared before the power
failure, commented Michael Bradley, unit manager of food service.
He said, "We were shut down
totally as far as being able to cook
hot food. The power went out 15
minutes before we were ready to
open up the meal (brunch), so we
quickly prepared some tuna fish
and served cold cereal and things
from the salad bar."
Bradley explained that although
the kitchens and dining halls lack a
backup generator system, the
ing area Is equipped with emergen- Ughts which were used Sunday.
"We were worried about our cool
ers getting beyond 50 degrees F,
but luckily they didn't," Bradley
said.
"I was pleased with the attitude
of student customers. They had a
good time and accepted the fact
that we were doing all we could.
They came through like champs,"
commented Bradley.
He explained that In the event of
extended power failure a backup
plan for dinner entailed taking cold
cuts and electric slicers to The
Wooster Inn which had fun power
supplied by the North Wooster station. The restoration of power allowed them time to prepare

J

Department Management
Troubles Student Workers
-- -By EDITH MCG ANDY
Inconsistencies in the services of
(A.V.) department
the audio-visuat Andrews Library are attributed
by student A.V. employees to poor

requires that requests for ' equipment are made twenty-fou- r
hours
in advance. The student workers
find this to be the most difficult
problem they must deal with
management.
One worker said that "the
One employee said that "students policy forces us to say no. but he
do have problems with A.V." This (Grant) often allows things to go
worker, who a iked not to be identiout immediately."
fied, attributed, the service probGrant circumvents the official
lem! that customer experience to policy- - and humiliates , the student
the employees' lack of control.
workers in doing so, at least one
have no student A. V. employee, who asked
"The student workers
Jurisdiction when . Marten ,7imJ eat to be amedaaid. Afrthis type- merman, A.V. assistant) and Tom of frequent inconsistency between
(Grant, A.V. associate) are gone," library policy and actual occurence
according to the student. Another is common, student workers find
student said that "Tom delegates that "there's no way for us to be
work, but not authority There's no organized."
: Nat "Hentoff.
who spoke -- on "Bookburaizig and CenaorslI? la
delegation of responsibility, and if
They frequently encounter probAmerica" Tuesday night at McGaw. Photograph by Rob Northrc?. .
someone tries, there's ten- lems because Grant seems to be
sionEven if we know the proce- busy or not in the office, according
dure, it goes through Mr. Grant" ; to the employees. Students observe
One student worker claims that that although Grant is in his office
Grant has set up the department in from morining. until 6:00 o'clock
such a manner that every problem, P.M. on most weekdays, he is often
no matter how inconsequential, has not available to consult when probto be funnel ed through his office
lems arise in the evenings or on
thereby slowing the department's weekends.
By EDITH S. KcGANDY
schools Ja Island Trees, ITew Y::i.
ability to function properly and
Grant, however, claims to be
"The First Amendment is Indlvf-- Nine bocks judged unsuitable ere
handle problems promptly.
available on. an "on-calbasis sflWe.
removed by the school board wi th
If it doesn work for
This year the library Instigated a almost all the time.
bodj. it will erentuAEj work for out consent, of the Lhrariaa. The
"twenty-fou- r
Employees also attribute the Inhour policy" which
v. librarian complained, and the ease
serv nobody.' Hentoff
effectiveness of audio-visuwas reviewed by the Scprene
The
for
writer
Hentoff.
staff
Nat
they
see as Grant
ices to what
Village Voice, spoke Tuesday on Court The Supreme Court nlzl
Bookburning and Censorship in that the books should go back, but
should be marked, and parental
v
America.
his private cable service.
st
permirion .be required far a
"Ha spends an awful lot of time - Hentcff quoted a Los Angeles
Grand Finalist in the Pavarotti
"censaying
bock.
the
borrow
to
as
that
Times
writer.
phone,
en
sometimes
competition.
and
he
the
Voice
International
librarian saw
sorship is the strongest drive in
la this. ease-th- e
Lawrence Dusenbury, tenor has answers the phone. 'Grant Cable human
nature." Hentoff attempt;' Lr"lf as necessary role model for
also performed with the Cleveland Service," said one student Stu- to
counteract this drive. .
the studecis in her stance agaiastOpera and Cleveland Opera Thea- dents have also observed Grant
point
to
quick
out
to
Hentoff
is
the censorship. She said, accord
packages
sending
receiving
and
sung
a lead with six
tre. He has
to Hentoff. "Kids need to see a role
censors
"not
the
are'
audience
that
on
to
his cable service
different northern Ohio companies. related
only the moral majority or the new model. Someone who w3 tats a
He is also a member of the Cleve- school time.
risk for the First Amendment"
According to Grant, The only right"
land Orchestra Chorus and ChamHe uses the example of the First . However, "Censorship is a 1st
time I work (on the cable service)
Chorus.
ber
Baltimore more complicated than it is mtl
- John Seabury, bass baritone, is a
here Is on break periods, or on Unitarian Church in
where "pernicious - ideas were out to be, even when you win." he
18SS graduate of the College. He lunch hours. I work many, times
burned at the altar." A liberal notes. In the case of the recent
has sung leading roles in opera after hours."
problems
have been group of people burned passages in Supreme Court rullrj ca II;-- i
companies in Bern, Switzerland Some of the
religious texts which they consid- Trees, precensorsh!?, the prlvtlzz
hiring
of
with
the
eliminated
on
and in Trieburg, Germany. He is
ered to be sexist or patriarchal. of the librarian to have centxel ever
of
supervisor
Carter,
student
the roster of the New York City
people, he pionts out would the choice of books purchased, is
Opera, in addition to doing many AV. When asked about the staffs These
by many aa taking a validated. He sees this aa a probconcerts for Young Audiences, and opinion of Carter, one student said be viewed
valid stance, but to eliminate the lem.'::
opera performances throughout the "she does a really great Job."
choice-itwo
censor.
example
as
librarito
He
used
reader's
ZimmerMarlene
and
Both
Grant
United States
He notes that when children see ans he knows; one who is
The Requiem, or Mass for the man, A.V. assistant, spoke very
and another who Is dcvr-U-y
highly of their student staff. "The unfavorable ideas being dealt with
Dead, was composed in
aa
a
These two UbrariiES Live
they
this
Catholic
elimination,
take
by
get
by
great
couldn't
We
are
kids
in memory of Alessandro MansonL
which are ce-questions the intelliglibraries
created
He
model.
without
said
Grant
them."
was
poet,
patriot
It
a
novelist and
of atcrtica
on
of
issue
a
faith
the
sided
"lack
propagating
ence
of
most
"the
said
that
Zimmerman
first performed May 22. 1874. The enjoyable part of the job Is working in the free exchange of Ideas." through
Ce believes
text is highly dramatic It includes
mow, recently been followFWwgh this situation la with-.-..
that
He
has
Page
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of
terrifying
Irae".
on
a
"Dies
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ing a case of Horary censorship in
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Verdi Perform anceThrilling sSftasssLssKisj

.

.

- BY ANGELA EUSLER

,

sta-Cs-

Saturday May 14, was the date
of a thrilling and beautiful performance of Giuseppe Verdi's Requiem.

Participating were the Wooster

Symphony Orchestra, directed by

Nancy Garlick, the concert choir,
directed by Dale Moore, and the
.Wooster Chorus, directed by Scott
Ferguson. Concert master was Robert Hamilton. Joining the 200 voice
choir were four guest soloists.
Stephanie Carter, soprano. Is
from Marion, Ohio, and on the
faculty at Kenyon and Capital University. She has recorded for The
.Musical Heritage Society and has
performed in Germany with the
Mansfield Symphony and many colleges and universities. Gail Franklin, ' mezzo soprano,
has sung with the Canton Symphony, the Erie - Philharmonic, the
Mansfield Symphony, the Lakeside
Symphony, the ' Cleveland Opera
and the Cleveland Opera Theatre.
She. was regional .finalist in the
Metropolitan Opera auditions-- and a
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Censorship At Wooster
Listening to Nat Hentoff on Tuesday night, I reflected on the
different forms of censorship I've been exposed to in my brief tenure
as editor.
. Hentoff s examples of liberal minded editors and concerned
citixens (who never, he noted, call themselves censors) editing with
all good intentions hit close to home.
I frequently find myself scratching out reporters' "he" references, and altering them to "heshe" references. When I read sexist
comments, I edit liberally. Although my intentions are good, I am a
censor.
Hentoff says "You can't trust any group to defend civil
liberties." This is the. job many editors have given themselves; to
defend the liberties of groups they feel are oppressed. Yet they
always fall short.
Censorship is evident ' in other forms at Wooster. As I was
compiling information for the article about the Audio-Visuservice
which appears on the front page, I was approached by Dr. Freeman,
Director of Andrews Library, and asked not to print the article as the
staff member in charge of the service was (and is) being evaluated
for contract renewal.
This censor's intentions were good; he did not want the
evaluation to go awry because of what a student publication might
print. But is it not public information that' workers are dissatisfied
with the organization of the .service? And that a College service is
being run inefficiently?
Students and faculty should be aware of the problems in Audio-Visuthrough the campus newspaper or by some other means.
"
An attempt should be made to preserve the First Amendment,
even on the campus of a small liberal arts college.
Edith E. McGandy
al

-

al
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Destruction
Senior Challenge Continues
Disturbs
Beta
Editor:
With the spirit of Greek Week
less than one week past, I was
really disappointed upon seeing 1st
Section lounge vandalized last Saturday morning. Anyone who has a
problem with 1st Section members
or ideologies in the future, is invited to contact me.
I am and always will be very
proud to be a member of Beta
Kappa Phi; a perverted act of
aggression against the Section only
fortifies my feeling for the section
and for my section brothers.
Federico (Fred) Erebia, Jr.
President, Beta Kappa Phi

Editor:

We would like to thank all of the
seniors who have participated in
the Senior Challenge to date. The
Wooster Fund competition between
the Class of '83 and the Class of '73
presently is too close to calL The
Class of '73 is slightly ahead, with
33 percent of its members participating in the fund, while 32 percent
of the seniors have "met the Challenge." Seniors' gifts range in size
from one to $25, and every gift,
regardless of its size, has helped to
raise the class percentage a bit
'
higher.

--

CoaapaPiaaaSa
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2:15
2:45
3:30
3:45

Contests

Buckshot Band

Contests

Buckshot Band

Contests
Orange Pass
Keg Race
Animal Impersonation
Best Belch
.

Gum Blowing
Cracker Whistling

Ichabod's
Happy Hour 6 p.m.. Entertainment by Harambee House ...
Friday Nite 1 a.m.. Judy
Skwlertz and Susan Bainbridge,
DJ's 25 cover ...
Saturday Nite 1 a.m.. Bill Andrew and Jim Martin, DJ's 25
cover ...
Films
Friday "Stripes" on the roof of
McGaw, 9 p.m. (inside at If ateer at
7:00 and 9:30 if rain)
Saturday "The Reluctant; Astronaut" Mateer 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.
4--

9--

9--

Volleyball Challenge

Friday afternoon outside

Sea world Trip Sunday
Sign up in the SAB office.

ment. Three of the letters to the
Editor in last week's issue showed
a disturbing lack of interest in our
knowledge about the paper. Karl
Henning writes to express his "...
distress over and dissatisfaction
with the representation of music in
the ... Voice." The Black Students'
Association .and the Director of
Black Student Affairs (Kenneth
Goings) both write to inquire if the
current editor were chosen as. Interim Editor because she is white.
All of these students have an oppor

S83-16-

0

College of Wooster. Wooster. Ohio.
The Wooster Voice welcomes all
signed letters to the editor from students, faculty, administrators, subscribers and members of the greater Wooster community. All correspondence may
be addressed to: The Wooster Voice,
The College of
Post Office Box
Wooster. Wooster, Ohio 44691. Current
subscription is $12.00 per year for second
class delivery, $17.00 for first class mail
delivery.
Postage paid at Wooster, Ohio. Postmaster: Send address changes to' The
Wooster Voice, Post Office Box
The College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio,
C-S1-

tunity to work on the paper, but yet

I would like to address an issue they go on blindly assuming that
that I feel is pertinent to this paper they are excluded from contributand this institution; that of involve- ing. Any person with even the

P acker Weekend
Jady Kurrent Band
Contests

Sincerely,
The Senior Challenge Committee

Published weekly during the academic
year except during vacations and examination periods by the students of The

Readers Criticize
Without Knowledge
Editor,

1:30.

.in

USPS

ijii

1:15

If you are a senior who did not
take part in April's Senior Challenge Week, you've still got time to
participate before the Challenge's
June 1 deadline. Please send in
your
w ioe tt roster r unu.
today and help put the Class of '83
on its way toward a Challenge
victory.

THE WOOSTER VOICE

'

Alferd E. Packer Day
Today
12:30
Jady Kurrent Band

tI

smallest amount of initiative can
come to the Voice office and inquire about writing, taking pictures, or editing. The fact that
these people can only sit back and
criticize the hard work their peers
are doing shows an apathy that can
only be detrimental to the entire
College community. Perhaps, however, the students are not to be
blamed. Perhaps they follow the
lead of a person in the Dean's
office who criticizes without knowledge.
Don Sand ford

87.

C-31- S7,

44691.- -

Back issues' are available from The
Wooster Voice office.

FRANZ M. JANTZEN
Chief Photographer
JOHN STAPLE TON
Sports EdUor
Staff Matart: Qnlaer Aaaau, Walt Bay.
Patar Beta, Dave Bryaa. Lb Garter, Ua
Hartrick, Aaala Hafclar. Karl P. Haanina;.

Saaaa B. Joaea, Brie Lapp. Chris Laaa, David
s.
Maaaa, Tom Path. Bacnaf farter, Sarah
Dav Sinoaa, Tlaaathy Saaaea, Bill St
Jofaa. Daa Saadfcad. Karaa 8 lata. Warraa A.
SehM. Daaial SifcoraU. Dan Sinboll. Bah
Saltiraa, Taaate TtaTaraa. Bah Ulrica, Phfl
Paili i afflar. Mifca Vatott.
Sim-mea-

'
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Nationwide Cuts Eliminate Options
fUled-to-capaci-

Compiled By Chris Luse

Syria said Wednes- lay that U.S. Middle Eaat envoy
hOjp Hablb ia not welcome to
BEIRUT

)amascus because the Syrians

lave nothing more to say about the
lewly signed Israeli-Lebaneroop withdrawal pact A Syrian
ifficial spoke of Habib as "one of
he American politicians most op
posed to the Arabs and their
use." Syria remains adamant
Uespite growing support among oth- ;r Arab nations for the pact Lybia
s the only other Arab state
firm rejection of the
lgreement while moderate Arab
jtates such as Jordan and Egypt
ire supporting it
se

ex-ressi- ng

WASHINGTON

William
went to the White House
Wednesday to take the oath as
President Reagan's new boss of the
icandal-scarre- d
EPA. Ruckelshaus
:arries with him the unanimous
Rock-ilaha-

us

mandate from the Senate to clean
so the EPA. His confirmation was
jne of two Reagan nominations to
zain Senate clearance, Alfred Re-zenery was approved as head of
the Office of Juvenile Justice.
Ruckelshaus says he'll operate with
an independent hand as head of the
EPA, with, assurances that higher
officials in the Reagan Administration won't overrule his decisions.
The man suspected of
BONN
forging the fraudulent diaries of
Adolph Hitler is described as a
who
and high-livliked to tour West German nightclubs dressed as a Nazi SS officer.
5 tern Magazine says Konrad Kujau
probably is the person who forged
the diaries, which he sold to a Stern
reporter for $4 million. The report
says a university expert has compared Kujau's handwriting with the
diaries' and finds indications that
they came from the same hand.
. WASHINGTON
President Rea-ga- n
threatened a veto war with
Congress over spending and taxes.
In a televised news conference,
Reagan said he won't support a
budget that increases taxes "while
we are coming out of a recession."
He also said he will veto spending
bills that would "kindle the fires of
inflation and high interest rates."
WASHINGTON
The Senate
and House Appropriations panels
have cleared research funds for the
MX missile. The 1550 million in
funds will be used In part to
develop a basing system, after the
of a plan to use existing
silos. The Senate action came after
Reagan sent a letter saying that he
would support a plan for destroying
old missiles as new ones are built
U.S. costs can
WASHINGTON
be cut by $30.12 billion over three
years a Reagan panel reports. The
presidential panel urged that such
government backed agencies as
Fannie Hae and the Farm Credit
Bank System lose their special tax
status as a method to trim the
federal deficit The panel also suggested that federal welfare programs be combined Into a single
agency, to oversee more efficiently
aid to the needy.
high-spend-

er

er

on

c-ejecti-

-

-

WASHINGTON

.

House mem-

ty

-

pre-regist-

er

.

ing.

Even choosing courses and following degdree plans have become
activities, students
highly-uncerta-

in

are complaining.

"As funds get tighter, more and
more institutions are having to
eliminate certain courses of study,
and sometimes without a lot of
notice," observes J.D. Conner,
head of the American Association
of College Registrars and Admissions Officers.
"It could even get worse," he

adds.
"Not only will it inconvenience
(students), but it may seriously
impact their time frame and course
selection for graduation," he notes.
At the University of New Mexico,
for example, course cutbacks and
rumors of more cuts to come
caused mass confusion at summer
registration and fall
the last week of April, reports
the Daily Lobo, the student newspaper.
UNM Dean Julian White, recalling one student who pitched a tent
outside the registration buidling to
assure himself of getting a rare
course he needed, conceded there
was "initial confusion"- over warnings that studetns would have to
check later to see if some of the
courses they formally got are eventually cancelled.
Students trying to register recently at the University of
also ended up confused
and frustrated.
cuts" forced
"Deadly mid-yethe speech communications department there to eliminate 13 class
sections and locked out nearly 700
students bigger class sizes in the
remaining sections, says interim
Chairman James Klumpp.
University of Delaware administrators are equally concerned by
studnets who are
for classes, apparently to
compensate for classes that may
not exist by the time they return In
the fall, says .Provost L. Leon
pre-registra-ti-

on

-

Nebras-ka-Lionco- ln

ar

"over-registerin-

g"

Campbell.
"We really don't know what the
fan schedule win tookl like," he
-

-

bers voted to repeal a 132 law
requiring that taxes be. withheld
from Interests and dividends. Rep. admits. "It's a constant problem.
whose
Such student wariness comes
Dan Rostenkowski
from experience.
Ways and Means Committee reluc"Many students were - advance-enrolle- d
tantly released the repeal bin after
pressure - from the House said it
for courses last semester,"
increases the likelihood that other
esi Page 1ft rr.s.n.
(D-I1- L)

-

says Illinois Admissions Director
Gary Englegaun, "and then suddenly were told, 'Wait a minute,
you don't have a class anymore.'
That can complicate things a lit-

.

--

v

3

i

i
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i
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Department Chairman. Frederick

Link.
But most schools are trying to
help students survive the course
crunch and registgration confusion.
"If we have to cancel classes
required for a particular major, we
have a responsibility to the students to find a substitute class or
allow th em to get credit through

tle."

For Szumsky, "it came down to
a course I didn't hate.
'Ballroom Dancing' was not exactly
my first choice."
Even for a freshman like Szumsky, who theoretically has more
time to find enough open courses to
complete his degree plan, the problems can interfere with graduation

picking

independent study," says Helen
Gouldner, dean of Delaware's Arts
and Sciences College.
Illinois is giving special waivers
and requirement changes to locked-o-

schedules.

"There's been a kind of rippling
effect as the number of students
waiting for a particular course
swells," points out Edward E. Sullivan of the university's Humanitites

ut

Liu

students.
i
Nebraska is cutting lower-levcourses first to ease the burden on
students who are closer to graduation and don't have as much time
for being locked out of required
classes.
"Every school I know is making
every allowance it can to help
students through this," Conner
summarizes.
It is, in any case, a far cry from
the registration problems of a decade ago.
"I recall in the sixties and seventies when it wasn't a question of
money," Delaware's Gouldner says

..PL J

el

school.

"By turning away students one
semester, you put them in with all
the other students who are waiting
for a course, and soon you have a
serious bottleneck," he says.
Opening up new courses and sections to ease the bottleneck, however, is beyond most schools' reach
unless a rapid economic recovery
increases state higher education '
budgets.
As it is, "we can't take any
chances on offering courses unless
there's a definite demand for
them," explaisn Nebraska English

wistfully.

Here
At

"It was a question of bow

many instructors we could get and
how many courses they could teach
to meet the needs of so many
students." .
.

By SUSAN FIGGE
.
Elliot Stotnk"'
'For most of us affirmative action
means more women and more minorities in previously an white, an,
male psitlon. w may recall the
arguments about diminishing qualifairness in a tight Job
Students opposed to raising the er when the National Institute on ty or about
market While no longer front page
legal drinking age in their states Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism said newsmaklng
stories, affirmative
have apparently won most of their, it had discovered the number of
- auletly programs
action
legislative battles this spring, ac- alcohol-relate- d
injuries declined in changed the look ofnaveemploythe
cording to a check with various states with newly-raise- d
drinking
ment landscape In Jobs ranging
state legislatures around the coun- ages.
academe to the New York
try.
State student groups, generally from
City
Department
Fire
"It looks like it (the drinking age opposed to raising the drinking age,
Enormously important yet little
hike bills) have been pretty much this spring changed lobbying tech- publicized
steps toward affirmative .
held off for now," says Bob Binga-ma- niques in many state 'legislatures, action were
'taken by President
says.
head of the State Student Bingaman
In
Carter
the
federal Judicial selecAssociation in Washington.. D.C
Generally abandoning the old
tion process. Tuesday evening. May
and organizer of various state ef24 at 7:30 p.m. in Lean Lecture
arguforts to keep the legal drinking age
Slotnik, Assistant Prounder 21.
ment students in many states used Room, Elliot
Political Science at Ohio
Twenty-eigstates and the Dis- more sophisticated civil rights and fessor of
State University,: wiU discuss "
trict of Columbia entertained bills governmental arguments.
"Choosing Federal Judges: Carter,
to raise their drinking ages this
"Students aren't saying they're fiMffm atul
AffirmaHv Artinn "
spring, but so far only Virginia and in favor of DWI (driving while Professor
Slotnik will suggest why
West Virginia actually have passed intoxicated)," says Bingaman. who
new drinking age laws, says Mindy worked with student lobbyists in Imnnrtint whil sVMrhinff Ant Iiaw
Gaynes, who tracks such legislation Georgia, Kansas, Florida and Wisprocess works. He will describe :
for the National Conference of consin. "We're saying we're In the
the
Carter administration attempts
of alco- at jreform
State Legislatures.
favor of responsible use
in this, area and uks
vLegislatures in Colorado, Florida, hol."
the relationship between affirma
Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Kansas,
Student groups in Kansas and tive-- ' action ana toe quality of the
Mississippi, Montana and South Da- Georgia, for example, offered alterJudges chosen. ' Finally, he
kota have already either defeated natives to drinking age hikes.
on the Judicial selection
or have left their drinking age bins
The Associated Students of Kan- benavior ox tne Reagan
administra
in limbo for this session.
sas sponsored a bill to make it tion and on Its impact
on the
The move to raise the drinking illegal to drive while drinking 3.2 representativeness
of the federal
ages have been going on for several beer and another bUl to make ID'S bench.''years, but achieved new momen- harder to fake. Both hflls passed.
Professor ' Slotnik holds a B A tum this spring after Reagan cabiThe Georgia Student Association degree from CUNY and a "Ph.D.
net members urged an states to convinced the state legislature from the University of Minnesota la
raise their legal limits to 21 years there to skip a drinking age hike in Political Science. He has taught at
of age.
favor of more comprehensive alco- the University of Minnesota; UnK
At least 20 states had already hol education program that would versity of New Orleans; and, since
raised the legal limit for some start in the state's junior high 1977, at Ohio State, In 1SC3 te kinds of wines and liquors before schools.
received the Outstanding Teacher ' '
this spring.
Students also argued that raising
Award from the College of the Arts
Some-2states still let
the drinking age "really - runs and Sciences
at Ohio State. Ee has ' olds drink alcohol legally.
counter to the Reagan principle of published widely-Ihis areas cf
The impulse to toughen an liquor decentralization, because It places special interest
lu-- K
American
very
indlvidugovernment
In
role
in cial politics, constitutional law and
a
active
laws a large number of
ai colleges have adopted suffer on- determining morals," Bingaman civil liberties, and Am eric ad na- - '
'
campus drinking policies during adds. .:
,
tional government.
this school year got even strong
Continued on Page 10

Students Oppose Drinking Laws

,

n,

"if-you're-old-enough-to-go-to-war-you're-old-eno-

Freshman Garry Szumsky figured he was lucky to get into a
film class at the
University of Illinois. But when he showed up for the
first class session at the begininng
of this term, he found out the
course had been axed at the last
"
minute.
About 500 other students at Illinois similarly found themselves
locked out of 'scheduled . foreign
language," business and technical
writing courses.
In aU, over 30 courses vanished.
They vanished not because of low
enrollment or a shortage of teachers. They vanished because the
Illinois state government abruptly
made the university give back $7.1
million to try to balance the listing
state budget
And it's happening at many
schools across the country this
spring, especially now as students
for fall term.
With the state budget cuts continuing and more course cutbacks
promised for the fall, registration
at many public colleges this season
is more of a zoo than normal,
various adm,inistrators are report-
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Plugging In:

Wooster Net Prepares
By PETER HAVHOLM
It is late at night, and I have just
printed out a less than entirely
satisfactory session with the VAX
to show to Mike Rabin. Most of it

like

looks

this:

(11; 36HU1; 36Hx(18; 72H918; 72Hx
Maybe it was speaking in hexade-

cimal, a number system I do not
understand except that I now it
doesn't have Cs in it Maybe the
problem is that the terminal emulator I am using on the Osborne does
not use DEC'S standard eommica-tion- s
style. But I am not sure of
either because sometimes the
VAX spoke in English.
"Licensed for Use on Single CPU
Only per License AGreement
(lm(18;14HLicensee:." it said to
me.

"Sure." I typed back.
Said the Vax: "(B(01;01H."
Um hmm.
At moments like these. I remind
myself comfortingly that, in my
whole experience with computers

For Opening

Isaac Asimov understood this
very well in I. Robot, a collection of
stories published in the '50's, in
which engineers figure out why
various robots behave erratically.
Every story ends with an explanation that exactly satisfies Asimov's
three rules of robotics; the trick is
not to understand how the erratic
behavior makes its own sense but
rather how it is a product of the
robots' human design.
Asimov's three rules are a lot
simpler than tee VAX's communca-tion- s

protocols, however.
But I am confident that, when I
show my print-ou- t
to Mike tomorrow, he will say, "Oh, sure. That's
a problem 'with your computer-worWhat you need to do is
d.

Cxword."

I hope he does, anyway. This
machine and the VAX are supposed
to be able to talk in English for the
Grand Opening of WoosterNet on
on Wednesday, May 25 at 1:30.
That is next Wednesday.
DOUGHNUT

gl&LJ!

iii(Q)'
Franz U.

Jmtim

far, every anomaly has turned

The ceremony will take place in
the Academic Computing Center in
the Library, sort of. In fact, it will
take place in Kauke. Douglass, and
at assorted television sets about the
rary mystery in the computer campus at any WoosterNet outworld I know. Becuase that world let where there is a television set,
as a matter of fact Just tune to
is constructed by humans according to strict rules humans have Channel 7 about 1:30. (If you tune
invented, there is always an an- in early, there may be some pretty
swer. It is simply a matter of interesting stuff, too, but I cannot
promise because I have only ru
interpreting the evidence.
so

out to have an explanation. Perhaps it is different in the higher
reaches of Artificial Intelligence
research, but there is only tempo-

mors to go on.)

What you will see will be the
Computer Center, too small to hold
more than invited guests and the
folks who will be making things
work. There, there will be three TV
screens. One will show the picture
you are seeing , and the other two
will be blank.
After a few introductory remarks, one of the blank screens
will come alive to show us Drew
Ward typing away at his computer
in Douglass. Shortly, the other
screen will light up to show us
Barbara Burnell in an office in
Kauke. We will be able to see and
hear that they are communicating
with one another both by way of
their computers and by television.
They will demonstrate their ability
to call the VAX to their aid in the
solution of a problem they are
workiong on. They may even call
California if things go well. And
then they will be able to answer
questions asked from the Computer
Center.
It will not take more than 15 to 20
minutes, but that little bit of business will demonstrate the extraordinary flexibility of WoosterNet
Three klinds of computers will
communicate. The same cable will
carry those two- - and three-wa-y
communications and simultaneously handle the three television channels. No other network at a liberal
arts college can do as much. And
this demonstration will use a tiny
part of the Net's capability.
I have seen some rehearsals,
and, given my respect for Murphy's Law, I am amazed at our
ability to use so much of the Net's
power so soon after its installation.
assumed it would be months
l
before the thing would work this
well.
Of course, if you see a screenful
of 4(08;30H(09;33H when you tune
to Channel 7 next Wednesday, that
could get pretty interesting, too.
Either way, it will be worth a look
I guarantee.
Next week: Should I buy my own
computer or plan on using the
VAX?
Last of the series.

II

Education Dear
Career
Account
Stalls
(CPS)
President Ronald Reagan's proposed Education Savings
Account
introduced to encourage
parents to save for their children's
college education and initially
hailed as a good idea by college
lobbyists here
apparently is a
dead issue now.
The proposal is "going nowhere,
and has no chance of ever going
anywhere" in Congress now, higher
education lobbyists in Washington
ay.
The plan would have allowed
people to put money away in a
special college account, and then
spare them taxes on the earnings
from the money set aside for college.

Wooster Chorus, the Concert Choir, and the Wooster
Sympnony unoir perform, verdi s jtwjuien ljsj.

Saturday in McGaw ChapeL Photograph by Rob
NorthruD

What resources are available
about graduate schools?
CPPS has numerous graduate
school bulletins on programs for
degrees in law, business, medicine,
etc. Peterson's Guide offers information on graduate programs, listed by program, and is available in
CPPS.
The office supplies applications
for standardized tests such as the
GRE and the LSAT. CPPS also
offers workshops on taking standardized tests.
Information on specific fellow
ships and scholarships, as well as
applications for some such oppor
tunities are in the office.
Where can I find information not
available in CPPS?
Andrews Library is a good re
source. There are hard cover annuals about fellowships and schol
arships more up to date than the
information in CPPS.
Andrews has preparatory books
for standardized tests which CPPS
does not have.
The library has books which

"There's simply no real enthusiastic support for it among higher
education groups," reports Eric
Wentworth, vice president of the
Council for the Advancement and
Support of Education.
"Most people feel it offers little
incentive, and that if it passed it
could be used later by the Reagan
administration to Justify further
reductions in financial aid," he
adds.
programs
President Reagan proposed the measure graduate
Education Savings Account in early against each other, such as A
Rating of Graduate Programs. February as part of his 1983-8higher education budget At that
PRODUCTION MANAGER
time, rumors around Washington
had it that the ESA would essentialSBBSiaXCOflaTlsT
ly be a carbon copy of the popular
Individual Retirement Account,
which allows people to write off
s
contributions to the account and
e
earn
I...
interest on the mon4

,"""

"""W...

tax-fre-

ey.
As

ROGIAMMBS

it stands now, however, the

administration's ESA would pro
e
earnings, but no tax
vide
deductions for the amount contributed.
"The plan just isn't acceptable to
most of the higher education com
munity because, although the interest earned on the savings would not
be taxed, the contributions would
be fully taxed. That's just not
enough incentive for most people,"
says Dennis Martin with the Na
tional Association of Student Finan
cial Aid Advisors.
Reagan's ESA would allow an
nual contributions of up to $1,000
per child and the money could be
used only towards tuition, room
and board.
But accounts could only be
opened for children for use between
the ages of 18 and 28," explains
Charlie Saunders, legislative direc
tor for the American Council on
Education (ACE).
"And the program cuts off at
0
families whose incomeJs over
to 160,1000 a year," he adds.
"That not only cuts off the people
who would most likely be able to
save, but it eliminates many older
students who are going back to
school The range of people it
would benefit is very narrow."
Thus, most higher education offi
cials are waiting for a hybrid ESA
that. would offer more incentives
for parents
and students themespecially since, once the
selves
program is in place, it could be
used as a bargaining chip to reduce
traditional financial aid programs.
"we and the rest of the higher
education community support the
general concept of the ESA, as long
Continued on Page 8
tax-fre-

$50,-00-

,

Resources Available at CPPS

Bow can the resources in An
drews Library and CPPS assist me
in finding a career in business?
The library has a myriad of
business directories including Stan
dard and Poors, Moody's, Bank and
Finance Manual, and Million Dollar
Directory. These volumes can help
a student find a person with whom
to communicate within a company,
research a company's background
before an interview or learn about
the product a company manufactures.
CPPS offers students interested
in business frequent opportunities
to interview with recruiters, and
workshops to equip students with
skills to manage interviews and job
application.. There are also ready
reference: books in the office to help
with resume writing,- and inter.

viewing.

Next year's recruiting schedule
will include several new recruiters.
Companies who used to recruit at
Wooster are now coming back after
a five or sixryear hiatus. Some new
recruiter are coming to Wooster
because of alumni contacts.:
Does CPPS have resources for
me if I don't know what I want to

j

do?
Yes. . CPPS has career explora- tion tools' also.
; Continued on Page 11
-
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Odyssey Exemplifies
Art Of Storytelling
By TOM HETRICX

Last Thursday night. William
Scott, of the Drama and Classics
Department at Dartmouth College,
lectured on "Storytelling in Homer's Odyssey."
Scott explained that he chose the
topic for his lecture, "basically,
because I like stories." But also, he
feels stories are very important for
all of us. Stories raise us from the
cradle, put us to sleep at night, and
give us our first orientations to the
world. Scott feels that good storytelling and imaginative orose have
become a lost art in our computer
age. "We've become experts at the
scientific, technological approach
to modern society. We have textbooks that tell us what to do and
how to do it. They analyze the
mysterious world around us, and
teach us
think methodologically
above all "
Scott pointed out that "there does
linger among some of vs. the feeling
that something has been lost in this
analytical prose." He believes we
need stories of entertainment to tell
us of our hero's, our villains, to
help us along in defining our goals
and dreams, and to give perspective to our lives. He made a point
to emphasize that this entertainment, and use of the imagination
may be particularly important for
college students.
. Scott believes that the best way
to learn about stories is from the
great storytellers
and predictably enough, his favorite is Homer.
In the Odyssey, Homer has created
a world where storytelling abounds.
It is a story of peaceful times, of'
the good life. People have little
pressure and plenty of time for
entertainment and stories of the old
days. Scott feels the importance of
storytelling can be seen throughout
the book. The reader is introduced
to a variety of stories and storytellers all depending on the audience
and the time.
as being
Scott cites books

his travels, Odysseus chooses a
world of death, confusion and pressure.
For Scott, these stories lead to
another of Homer's goals education. He believes education is Homer's ultimate goal, told by his chief
epic hero. For example, Scott ex-plained that the Cyclopes is simply
not an external being, but a part of
all of us. That part of each of us
which finds it easier to be alone
"
much of the time.
emphasized
Mr. Scott also
the
importance of situation and audi-ence for the variety of stories. The
reader is introduced to stories of

entertainment, stories of fact, stories of fiction, and many others.
But each has a certain context and
importance. For example, Scott
pointed out the five lies Odysseus
tells to protect his disguise while
he gathers allies in Ithica. Scott
'sees this as important because The
Odyssey "is a story of a man who
wants to start a new society with
the cooperation of men
the
conquer of a cooperating world
over the old warrior ethic." And
behind it all is Homer, who was
sable to build the character of his
epic hero into an educational story- teller.
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Marcus Pohlmann, speaking at convocation Wednesday where he
discussed similarities between Soviet and U.S. policy. Photograph by
Rob Northrup.
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By ANGELA HUBLER

11

particularly important because
they are the longest tales told by
the chief storyteller, Odysseus.

Here, Odysseus relates three different modes of life that he learns
through his travels. In each encounter, Odysseus learns how men
can easily succumb to the "desires
of within." In book 12 Odysseus
shapes his tale to tell his listeners
what he has learned about the
dangers and pleasures of life. He
learns how to lead a life in an
and win. Scott
imperfect world
believes that Odysseus' decision is
the importance behind this tale.
Odysseus tells this tale before he
returns to Ithica, rather than returning to the pleasure islands of
his travels. Based on the lessons of

William Scott from Dartmouth College lectures on "Storytelling in
Homer's Odyssey" last Thursday evening. Photograph by Rob
Northrup.
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"Despite a number of rather
obvious dissimilarities, our political
system is altogether too similar to
that of the Soviets. At the heart of
both systems is a flaw so serious
that it is preventing either nation
from adequately coming to grips
with some very pressing human
problems. And not only is it a
.disease which has penetrated the
heart of both political economies,
but it is a disease that may be
rapidly becoming malignant That
disease, for lack of a better name, I
will call ideological myopia."
This is how Marcus Pohlmann
introduced the theme of Wednesday's convocation. This theme was
a change from the previously

planned lecture, "Where Have You
Gone Vladimir Lenin: In Search of
Socialism in Soviet Armenia." regarding the failure of democratic
socialism in the Soviet Union and
its domination by a ruling class of
bureaucratic elites. He rejected
this topic stating that it would be
pinpointing the obvious.
Contained on Page 10
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details. The almond shape is a
unifying element throughout the
installation, as are the elements of
e
flatness, fragility and
Lee Renner, "A Decorated Place"
prettiness. The elements with0
May
Mackenzie Gallery. Sev- in the room are Intentionally
erance Art Building.
contrived and. according
Mackenzie Gallery was tempor- to the artist, are integral to her
arily transformed this week to sim- endeavor "to make a social comulate a portion of a woman's room. ment" through the use of such
As her senior independent study objects and imagery.
project, Lee Renner chose to design
and construct this sculptural Instal- "Roman Imperial Portraits: Copylation as a reaction to current ing and Creativity"
a talk given
feminist issues. Specifically influ- by Prof. Fred Albertson, visiting
enced by Virginia Woolfs book. lecturer from Oherlin College on
A' Room of One's Own and a Monday, May 16 at 4:13 p.m.
recent Village Voice article, Lee
Professor of Art History at Ober-li- n
College Fred Albertson this
expanded on Woolfe's thoughts on
the colors red and white as they past Monday delivered what was
are presented in Woolfs work, an encore presentation of a lecture
Lee has attempted to provide a new he had recently given at Oberlin.
look at the stereotyptieally femi- As one who had focused his gradunine color of pink, a blend of red ate study on the topic of Roman
and while Lee stresses that "the Imperial portraits. Professor Alvalidity of this project is as depen- bertson considers such pieces to be
dent on the viewer as the artist." "the highest art practiced during
hence, she recommends that care- the Roman period." The most inful attention be paid to the exhibit's teresting and, to twentieth century
Compiled By
ANGELA A. ADAMS
THOMAS PETH
ROBERT SULLIVAN

ultra-feminin-

stereo-typical- ly

15-2-

li
h
(center, piano) and a
chamber music group performing in Barany--

Elizabeth

Barany-Schliuc-

Schlauch's faculty recital last Sunday .in McGaw
ChapeL Photograph by Rob Northrup.

Noll Lea ves Bookstore
BY PHIL UNDERCUTFLEB
Don Noll, director of the Florence
O. Wilson Bookstore for nearly IS
years, is leaving The College of

Wooster for Southern Methodist
University in Dallas. Texas.
Noll, the original director of the
Wilson bookstore, looks back on his
year at Wooster with good feelings.
"It's been a lot of fun here with
the students and faculty." said
NolL "It's been a satisfactory career, and this school is a
top-flig-ht

school."

"I came with the building
that's probably the best part about
it. I'm not following in anybody's
footsteps. I could do my own
thing."

per student in the United States.

Continued from Page 1
Wrath), a poignant "Agnus Dei"
and a "Sanctus" (Holy. Holy) and

"Eyrie" (Lord have mercy).

The choir and chorus have been
rehearsing since, at least. Febru-

ary and the orchestra for three

weeks.

"I was very thrilled with how
hard everyone worked, the orchestra, choir, chorus and soloists, and
with the marvelous response from
the audience," said Dale Moore,
conductor.

More Singers Welcome
More singers, especially tenors,
will be welcome 'in the special

chorus that is to sing Bach's St
Mark Passion June 12 in McGaw
ChapeL It win be the first complete
"It's really an opportunity. There performance in this country, directwill be a complete new renovation ed by Richard T. Gore. Rehearsals
of a new store. Professionally, it is are Sunday afternoons at 3 and
a very challenging position. I have Tuesday evenings at 7 in the Music
a lot of work to do down there. The Annex on University Street, with
store needs a lot of new ideas. It final rehearsal Saturday afternoon.
will get there."
June 11. at 2. Show up at the next If 7.
Noll hopes to leave Wooster after rehearsal or phone Dr. Gore at 284- graduation, and plans to start in his S71?L
new position by the end of June.
"I've got to take inventory here,
close out the school year, and have
a pajama party for the seniors
do all those things one does to close
out the year."
t
Noll started his career in bookContinued from Page 1
stores as a student at Ohio State with and getting to know the stu(
and has continued .in the field dents."
X..'
because he likes the college atmosDespite their good feelings tophere. "I was interested in being ward Zimmerman and Carter, the
around colleges," said Noll. "I employees feel degraded by Grant
enjoy it for a number of reasons
who refers to them in the presence
I never cared to teach
but I was of customer, faculty! and library
interested in it. I would never be in personnel as "workbees."
retailing if it weren't in college
Students see the current
stores."
employee training proce"College students are different dure as one of the most deficient
types of people to deal with than aspects of the service. They feel it
the general public. You're in col- is inadequate in preparing them for
leges and universities where the job.
there's
lot of .exciting ideas," he
"It's hard to have them properly

Looking forward to his move to
Dallas. Noll described his new job.

A.V.

Another plus of working at Wooster, according to Noll, has been the
willingness of the College to support him and give him a free reign.
"They allowed me to mold the
store in terms of what I thought the
store should be. No one's really
looked over my shoulder."
Noll seems impressed with The
College of Wooster. "I have sold
books at a number of schools, both
large and small, and Wooster takes
no back seat to anybody in terms of
quality of student and instruction."
Wooster, according to Noll, has
one of the highest sales of books ended.

Verdi

--

peer-orient- ed

trained."

said

Grant.

Hamilton To Perform
This evening, the Music Depart- la on Themes of Walton by Malment at the College of Wooster wiH colm Williamson; and Sonata No. 2
present its Second Annual Faculty in
Major for Viola and Piano.
Recital in Mackey Hall at 7:30 p.m. Op. 120, No. 2 by J. Brahms.
Winter, the Olive Williams. KetProfessor Richard Hamilton will
play the viola with Dr. Daniel tering Professor of Music, received
Winter, head of the music depart- his Masters In Music from-- , the
University of Iowa. Hamilton, an
ment.
Their program will include Sona- Associate - Professor of Musie,
ta No. 2 in D Major for Viola da earned his Masters in music from
Gama and Clavier by J.S. Bach; the University of Rochester. PresRomance for Viola and Piano by R. ently, both are members of the
Vaughan Williams; Partita for Vio faculty at the College.
E-fl-
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One from
series of prints by Lynm Rogan .which comprise her
Independent Study entitled "Her Lines Faded Into Complete Silence:
, V. A Series of Prints." Photograph by Rob Northrop.' :
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ing her current U.S. project. InterTeres Andos. "Mover er
esting, Sue concentrated in human '.Through- Environments; A I
anatomical drawing for her junior graphic Definition" May 7
Gallery, Severance Art
I.S. but moved on to develop her
Interest in architecture and con- Building
" i
.,; 4i.
Teri Andos. a senior art major, is
struction.
completion of her I.S.
nearing
Lynn Rogan, "Her Lines Faded project, "Movements Through Eninto Complete Silence: A Series of vironments:' A. Photographic DefiPrints" May 7 Frkk Art
nition." Andos chose her medium
Lower Gallery
of photography prior to her deciLynn Rogan's exhibit which sion to deal with the concept of
opens this Sunday, May 22 is a movement. Regarding the aspect of
collection of five color etchings, environment in her LS., Andos said
two paper pieces she has developed her own definifive mono-printand a project she refers to as "the tion of environment for this exhlbi-to- n
which is "any space that surbook." In addition to the etchings
which she has done, Lynn, has rounds an object" Her show will
made all of -- her own paper. The consist of eight series of photoartist says of this aspect of her graphs, all concerning human acwork, "Having made the paper tivities. Andos focuses on everyday
makes the whole process really activities which are common ritu- personal." Early in her printmak-in- g , als,' capturing their movement in
experience Lynn worked strict- accordance with time. The artist's
on commercial strongest influence and direction
ly
paper. ; This past winter quarter developed while working with a
Lynn studied in New York on the - dance theater photographer on the
GLCA New York: Art Program.
GLCA New York Art Program. In
While there, she participated in discussing her style, the artist said
both a paper making workshop and she tends to "take an everyday
a print making apprenticeship. ritual and make it into an event"
Drawing on both of these experiFollowing graduation, the artist
ences, Lynn has expanded, her hopes to work with a commercial
recreative horizons. "My work has photographer, and eventually
always focused on real life," says turn to New York. , -- - Lynn; the title "Her Lines Faded
Into Complete Silence" reflects
this. Lynn states, "I am examining
the different facets of women's
experiences; specifically, the different moods and experiences that
have been lost through history."
-
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The vanity, one small

part of "A Decorated Place,"

Independent Stadj by Lee Renaer. Photograph by
Bob Northrop.

build and paint
art appredators, probably the most tors. Professor Albertson noted that father and brothercreated
pieces of

surprising aspect oLRoman imperi- it was not that creativity is lacking
al portraits is the fact that they In Roman imperial portraiture, but
were produced through a procedure rather that it is difficult to ascerinvolving the faithful copying of tain specific styles among the
officially-issue- d
known artists of the period.
images of the
em--pero-

rs.

houses. Sue has
art beginning with the basic structure of the house to extremely
abstract conceptions of architecture. Sue states, "I did the realistic

piece because I wanted to draw in
a larger and varying crowd." Of
eight pieces.
the BhoWs-seveone of the most Interesting, a:
recreation of a an aquarium, carpendent study project this week- ries with it a great deal of what the
end. "Arehitectually Related Con- artist intended to say concerning
structions." She developed the idea man's control of nature. "My whole
for her project after spending her interest in architecture has come
previous summers helping her out through this," Sue said regard- -

Professor Albertson exSue Schuts, "Architecturally Replained that the advantage of maintaining such- - uniformity of the lated Constructions' May 7
emporer's image is in its use as Frick Art Museum, Lower Gallery
a representative of the emperor in . Sue Schutx is presenting her inde22-2-

distant locations- - within the Roman
Empire. Ending his talk with an
inclusion of the few examples of
creativity within this style of art
predominantly, by Greek sculp
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One piece from Sue Schuts Independent Study entitled "Architecturally Related Gonstnettons. Photograph by Rob Noitanip......
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One of a series of photographs featured in Senior.
Terry Andos . independent study project in art.

entitled. "Movements Through Environments: A

Photographic Definition.
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Baccalaaureate Speaker
BY EDITH McGANDY
d,
The Reverend Dr. James I.
Austin College, Union Theological
president of Princeton Theo- Seminary in Richmond, Austin
logical Seminary, will be speaking Presbyterian Theological Seminary, University of Texas, Haron Sunday, June 12 at the Bacca-lauravard, and New College, University
service.
The sermon topic McCord has of Edinburgh (home University to
chosen is "From a Thread Even to John Mclntyre, who will receive an
a
honorary degree at
McCord did his degree work at
Mc-Cor-

te

Shoe-Latche-

t"

Dr. McCord serves the church in
national and international organizations. He has been the recipient of
21 honorary degrees from colleges
and universities in Switzerland,
Scotland, Hungary, Romania, Korea, Canada and this country.
McCord is chairman of the editorial council of Theology Today,
editor of Supplements Calvinia, and
of several other prominent publications.
In August of this year, McCord
will retire. Wooster honors his contributions to the Presbyterian
Church by asking him to speak at
the Baccalaureate Service.
co-edit- or
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College

Savings
Continued from Page 4
as it in no way is construed as
replacing other forms of financial
aid," says Kathy Ozer, legislative
director for the U.S. Student Association (USSA), a Washington,
d
student lobbying group.
Kansas Senator Robert Dole, for
one, has proposed an ESA for the
last several years. It would allow
parents to wrote off contributions
as well as dividends on the account.
And at least five other versions of
one would allow people
the ESA
to withdraw money for new home
purchases as well as for education
expenses
have come before Congress in the last several years, says
a spokeswoman with the House
Ways and Means Committee.
"There certainly have been more
generous educational
plans proposed," notes ACE's
Saunders. "And if nothing else,
perhaps Reagan's propsoal will
generate some discussion on the
D.C.-base-

tax-incenti- ve

subject"

James I. McCord

m cm

2600 Cleveland Rd.

FREE
DELIVERY!
Delivery Hoairo
-

Mon. - Thurs. 5:00 PM -- 10:30 PM
Fri. - Sat. 5:00 PM -- 12:30 PM

-

Sun.

5:00-10:3-

"We might even see a viable
proposal get somewhere in the next
few years," he speculates. "But not
this fiscal year."

Summer Session
Pre-Reglstrati-

on

Saturday's registration is your

opportunity to
for Summer Session courses. If you plan to
take courses at the College this
summer and have not already p reregistered, please fill out the form
available at the Summer Session
table tomorrow at Kittredge.
Pre-r- e
gistr a tion will insure space
pre-regist-

er

reserved for you in summer
courses. Summer Session cataA
logues are avialable at Lowry Center Information Desk, at the Registrar Office, and in Susan Figge's
office, Kauke Hall, Room 238.

John W. Chan dler
Com m encem en t

Speaker

By EDITH McGANDY
Dr. John W. Chandler has been
chosen by President Copeland and
a comittee of seniors to be this
year's Class of '83 Commencement

speaker.
Chandler is currently president of
Williams College in Williamstown,
Massachusetts. He has held that
position since July 1973.
Dr. Chandler did undergraduate
study at Wake Forest and received
his B.A. in 1945. Following that, he
attended Duke University. There he
studied for a B.D. degree and a
Ph.D. degree which he received in
1952 and 1954, respectively.
In 1968 Chandler was awarded
Doctor of Humane Letters from his
alma mater. Wake Forest. He was
awarded honorary Doctor of Laws
from Hamilton College in 1968,
from Colgate in the same year,
from Williams in 1973, from Amherst in 1974, and from (Massachusetts) Wesleyan in 1978.
Chandler's teaching career began
at Wake Forest in 1948. Three
years after his graduation he took a
position as instructor of philosophy.
In 1954 he was named assistant
professor at Wake Forest, and in
1955 he left Wake Forest for Wil-,

--
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any largo pizza
with studont I.D.

$2.00 off

COSSPLETE BANQUET
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TUES - SAT 11-- 2 DINNER 8
SUN 11:30-- 8 CLOSED MONDAYS
POM RSSCItVATKMiS CALL
5--

3m

FETICH
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liams College as an assistant professor of religion. From 196045, he
was associate professor of religion,
and simultaneously head of the
religion department. He was
named Cluett Professor of Religion

in 1968.
At Williams, Chandler was acting
provost in 196546, and then dean of

The
the faculty from 1966-6present curriculum at Williams
8.

with its month-lon- g
Winter Study
Program dividing the two semesters was proposed by a committee
under his chairmanship and adopted by the faculty in 1966.
In 1968 Chandler took office as
president of Hamilton College in
Clinton, N.Y. He held that position
until he returned to Williams in
1973 as president
In 1981, the American Association
of Colleges selected Chandler as
one of 10 national leaders of business and education to lead a major
campaign to improve public understanding of the values of the liberal
arts education. '
Chandler has written articles for
many professional Journals, as well
as being a contributing author for
two major texts in his field. He was
contributing author to Masterpieces
of Religious Literature, published
In 1963, and to Miscellany of American Religion, published also in 1963
by Duke University Press.
Chandler has a current connection with Wooster through his
daughter Jennifer, a graduating
senior at the college. .
The Honorary Degrees Committee of the Faculty has determined
five candidates for honorary degrees at the 1983 commencement
ceremony. Each candidate was
chosen for his or her special distinction, and for an element of the
candidate's background which
uniquely suits him or her for a
defree this year at Wooster.
.

.
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College Gifts Boom
2,

cording to a study by
for Financial Aid to Education in
the-Counc-

il

New York.
,
In-- all, colleges took in 15 percent
more in donated money than they
despite the worsendid in 1980-8ing economy at the time, the coun1,

cil's Joan Lundberg says.
Corporate giving alone neared 81
billion for the first time ever, but
much of the total came from "non- cash gifts" like computers.
Individual giving also increased.
The biggest single gifts were to
narvara i7? minion; ana nasn-ingtUniversity in ST. Louis (838
million). Both gifts came from the.
same man: Edward MaHinckrodt,
on

Jr.

-

"Reaganomics have had an ironic effect on people," explains John
Schwartz, president of the American Association of Fundraising
Councils, which helps
agencies raise money.
"There's been so much coverage of federal cutbacks, it's led to
an explosion of awareness of the
plight of nonprofit (groups)," he
says.
Moreover, "there's a lot more
asking (for money) going on. It's
almost as simple as that"
Lundberg. found that corporate
foundations have helped keep giving up even while the economy has
been down. More than 600 firms
"have foundations established to
coordinate their annnort of co
lleges. In good years, they put
money into it, and in bad years
they take from their assets to keep
the grant patterns up."
Still, the economy has affected
non-prof- it

food

given.

The University, of Oklahoma
came close to dropping plans for a
new campus energy center when
the value of stock donated to the
center by oilman William Saxon
declined from $1.1 million to less
than $100,000 last August.
Unofficially, the largest gift ever
given a public college was stock
worth about $100 million from the
Pennington Oil Foundation to
Louisiana State. The family foundation of Coca-Col- a
baron Robert W.
Woodruff donated $100 million in
Coke stock to Emory University in
1980. It was the largest single gift
to a private school.
But Lundberg and Schwartz wonder if the growth in giving in less
spectacular amounts can continue.
"As long as it's only two or three
lean years, it's okay (for foundations to sell assets to keep donations up)." Lundberg says. "You
get too many lean years in a row, I
think that it might mean trouble."
She's particularly worried about
oil company foundations, whose
parent energy firms have been
suffering declining profits over the
last two years and now must cope
cause corporate profits
fell off 24 percent last year,
and in our experience there's a lag
time (between the profit performance and giving) of up to 18
months."
Indeed, a survey by the Conference Board, a business research
firm in New York, released last
year found that only six percent of
the 427 firms it surveyed planned to
increase donations for 1982.

-

censorship.
Hentoff theorizes that "One of the
reasons censorship flourishes ... is
that the state of mind that prefers
(the banning) of ideas rather than
allowing ideas to flourish is pervasive."
There is, he feels, a "contempt
shown by preventing the person to
speak" which is not equivocal.
Censorship must be applied to everyone. Hentoff accuses some liberal factions of being "at least authoritarian, if not totalitarian" in
their attitudes about censorship. He
says, "You can't trust any group to
defend civil liberties (while divorcing themselves from their own
r
biases)."
Hentoff concludes that censorship
is something which is not limited to
certain groups. Every faction, according to Hentoff, has the urge to
censor for its own purposes. This is
the trend of which readers must be
aware.
-

the college magazine
of literature and
the arts
.
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all days but Sunday
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The Thistle is soliciting an editor for next year's literary magazine.
All interested students should contact Dave Me ana. Thistle Editor, or
Glenn Bucher of the Publications Committee.
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Hours:

Continued from Page 1
in the letter of the law, it is

with an ongoing oil glut.
"1983 is going to be the interesting year," Schwartz adds, "be-

Paln4r St.

&

Prevalent

even gifts that have already been

Loroy's Tavern
400
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Censorship"

Despite Recession
(CPS)
Thanks largely to "an
Ironic effect" of Reaganomics, donation to colleges boomed to a
acrecord $4.88 billion in 1881-8-
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Soviet, U.S.
Systems Alike
Continued from Page 5

Instead, Pohlmann discussed the
current trend of determining public
policy decisions on the basis of
"economic rationalism." This is a
trend which has made economic
policy independent of politics and
morality, according to Pohlmann,
which is anything but objective or
fair.
However, Pohlmann concluded
that this trend is almost inescapable in our present capitalistic system. He offered the following syllogism:
In all political systems, a
healthy economy must be government's top priority, if sufficient
jobs and taxes are to be generated.
In the capitalistic system, a
healthy economy depends oh the
profitability of private corpora-
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Here
At Wooster

News Digest
Continued from Page 3
taxes will be raised and "erodes
the trust the average taxpayers
have in oar system.' The bill now
goes before the Senate, where opposition to the withholding tax is

fbR UoCtEAR VAR

ed report, the panel said the ongoing activities have shifted the spotlight to the U.S. involvement.

Continued from Page

S

Just North of Nowhere
This year's convocation program

LONDON
The Opposition La- concludes with a program designed
bor Party in its campaign for the to dispel springtime malaise and
June 9 parliamentary elections lift the spirits weighed down by
called for a 17.2 billion jobs bill term papers, upcoming finals, the
also strong.
The House In- and the dismantling of Britain's tag ends of IS projects and converWASHINGTON
telligence Committee attacked by nuclear arsenal, along with other sion to the new curriculum.
Reagan for trying to cut off secret reforms. Prime Minister Thatch- Wednesday morning the College's
aid to Nicarguan rebels, said the er's Conservative Party issued a own homegrown, all student blue-graband, "Just North of NoCIA's operations have done more to manifesto calling the Labor Party
harm the image of the U.S. than it plan a recipe for disaster, and a where," will offer an hour's musihas to halt the flow of arms into. rejection of a climbing economic cal entertainment. Group members
recovery.
senior Kris Leslie, fiddle; junior
leftist countries. In an unprecedent-Beth Perry, bass; and sophomores,
Fred Sievers, guitar, Moondi Klein,
banjo and Bill Andrew, fiddle,
promise a minimum of commentary and a maximum of music.
Y'allcome.

ss

Governments in capitalist societies must, above all else, do
what is necessary to maintain the
profitability of their private corporations.
Pohlmann cited the example set
by Coleman Young, mayor of Detroit, who did everything possible
to induce General Motors to build a.
$600 million General Motors Cadillac plant in the city, thus insuring'
jobs! This included $200 million in
subsidies and the use of "eminent
domain" to bulldoze 1.000 houses,
100 small businesses, 16 churches, 2
schools, and a hospital in the low
income community of Poletown.
In light of these and similar
situations, Pohlmann said, "we can
no longer afford blind allegiance to
capitalism or even to a political
form that may well be out of date."
He suggests such changes as
public financing of all political
campaigns, constitutionally guaranteed incomes, jobs, and health
care for all U.S. citizens, "local
content" laws to limit the power of
the dissolution of
all monopolies, the nationalization
of essential industries, and a cooperative bank to assist worker accumulation of capital are what is
needed to alleviate current problems in the U.S.
multi-national-

s,
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Appearing in the Carriage Gardens:
NORTH COAST
Tiwtdcy
WadiwUcy, Thursday J;
Friaay. Saturday f 1
TUESDAY NIT I - HAWAIIAN NITE
Special arlca on drinks
WEDNESDAY STADIUM DOG NITE
BfMaViVa) COtVtpllHIit4ly hot aJfJ
THURSDAY IS MEXICAN NITE
SCalv OtwalllMtikVy 69C09
ft-l-

S-1-

ft;

Men.
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ta

M

4iS-4i-

M

Briefs
Bus sign-u- p
is here! ft Sign up
now for the SGA bus, for transportation at the end of the quarter to
the airport. There will be a bus
sent to both the Cleveland Airport,
and to Columbus (if enough interest
is expressed).- The sign-u- p
sheets
have been on the SGA office window since Wednesday, May 18.
They will stay up until Tuesday.
May 23. Please sign up for the time
and date which best suits you. We
will send buses on the most popular
-

--

days at the most popular time.
Ticket sales will be announced
sometime next week.
Summer storage is also here.
Large items (sofas, platforms) will
be picked up on Sunday, June 5.
Times and pick-u- p locations will be
announced after ticket sales. Large
items win cost 610 each for the
summer, and an additional $3 will
be charged if they are not going to
be picked up until second semester.
The Holden storage room for small
items win be open from 6 on June
3, 4, 6. You must bring your own
things over. The cost will be 62 per
item for the summer, and an additional $4 will be charged for items
that are not picked up until second
semester. Storage tickets for both
large and small items will be on
sale in the SGA Office May
1. A booth in Lowry Center will also
be set up on Wednesday,. June 1 to
sen tickets.
At the General Assembly meeting
last Monday, the majority of the
time was spent on the concerns of
some of the students on campus.
Among these concerns were tenure,
g
initiation observer policies, the
rule for campus parties, extending the hours of Ichabod's. and
closed-partpolicies at most section parties. One suggestion was
made that the incoming Freshmen
should have upper class counselors
in addition to the faculty advisers
whom they are assigned to. The
last major issue that was discussed
at the meeting was the possibility
of adding an additional fee of 610 or
615 to the college bill, which would
be for campus events sponsored by
SAB, so popular names would be
more easily attracted to Wooster,
and financially feasible. If you
have any suggestions or issues that
you would like to discuss, please
come and participate in next
week's General Assembly meeting,
or contact your SGA
3--
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THE WOOSTER VOICE Scots Take Capital And Mount,
Finish Second In OAC North
Sports
Woo Netmen
All-Americ-

an

Named
Team

4-- 6,

7-- 5,

The Fighting Scots ended the 1883
regular season with three victories
last weekend and a solid claim to
second place in the O.A.C. Northern Division. Wooster's 12--3 divisional record left them Just behind
But the postOhio Northern at 13-season optimism faded into disappointment as the N.C.A.A. selection
committee passed over the Scots in
awarding Division III regional bids.
The Scots rode a four game
winning streak down to Capital last
Friday and swept a doubleheader
from their hosts. 3 and 10-In the first game, Terry Wolfe
allowed Capital only two hits
through the first four innings before yielding to eventual winner
Dave Hadzinsky in the sixth. Steve
Cxawalga belted a pair of solo
1.

Although the doubles team lost in
By WALT BAT
John Morlidge and Bob Savitt the semifinals. Redlands College
went on to win the team championwere named to the
tennis team as a result of making it ship.
Commenting on the team's douto the quarter-final- s
in the division
three National Championships held bles play. Savitt said, "John and I
played very welL I'm pleased with
last week in Albany N.Y.
The duo won their first match our performance. We could have
against a team from Whittier Col- played a little better in the quarterlege
It was a great finals."
Savitt also competed in the sincome from behind victory for the
Scots. After losing the first set, gles division of the National tournathey were down 2 - and had a ment. In the first round, he defeatmatch point against them in the ed the number one player from
second set. They fought off the v Pomana Pitzer College in Califormatch point and won the game to nia by the score of
They then preceded to
Savitt then lost his second match
make it
reel off four straight games to win to the 5th seed in the tournament
The
from Prineipia College
the set
In their second match, Savitt and player from Prineipia went on to
Morlidge beat the 2 doubles team defeat the second seed before
in 3 sets in the finals.
from San Diego, who upset the
"I played well in singles." Savitt
tournament's 8th seeded team in
the first round. Savitt and Morlidge said of this performance. "I could
prevailed
This victory got have won the seoend set (of the last
status. match), but he was very tough. I
the two their
Every player who makes it to the was pleased with the way I
played."
quarter is named to the
team.
So the season is officially over for
In the quarterfinals match, Savitt the Scots. It was a great year.
and Morlidge lost to a team from "Everyone improved during the
Redlands College,
season," said Savitt, "especially
John Morlidge who had an outstanding year at both 2nd singles
Ail-Americ-

Than

an

7-- 5.

5--

4.

4--

early lead.

.
.

Of

Highlighting a potent twenty-thre- e
hit attack was Rick Van
Dozer's sixth inning grand slam,
and Bobby Trlbbey's 4 performance, including a solo home run.
Additional slugging came from Fo

home runs to give the Scots an

By ASUS

-

Additional offensive damage was
supplied by freshmen Steve Foder
(3-and Buss Miller ).
Starring in the nightcap was senior John Wachtel as he went 2
dor and Czwalga, 5 and 4 rewith three BBIs besides stealing spectively. Berg who doubled and
three bases, and freshman Mike homered, and Dave Kajganich who
Pace who picked up his first win by rapped a one run shot.
going the full seven innings in bis
Junior Drew Reynolds upped his
first varsity start. Pace was also season record to 1 as he hurled
given strong offensive support from
five strong innings, striking out five
Bobby Tribbey with two doubles in while walking only one.
four trips to the plate, and Mike
Despite the disappointment of not
Divi- Berg, also
.being selected to the N.C.A-The Scots" travelled to Mount
sion m regionals, the Scots should
perform
Union for doubleheader last Sat- - .be. proud of their
urday and luckily for the Purpl- e- ance this Mason. The entire comRaiders, game two was rained, out. munity was treated to some excitThe Scots thrashed them in the ing baseball. . We are looking
opener, 21-as men crossed the forward to next year. ,
plate in every inning.
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Standings Before Nationals

6-2-6--1.

5-- 3.

6--2,

National Collegiate Athletic Association Division m
Men's Golf Poll
Conducted by the Golf Coaches Association of America
Published by Gold Week Magazine
This
Last
Poll
Poll

7-- 6.
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6--4,

6-- 3.
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Continued from Page 4

There is interest testing available
for students who may want to
update a test they took in high
school, or for those who have never
taken such a test. Both the Strong
Campbell interest Inventory, and
the Self Directed Test Search are
offered by CPPS.
Two books which aid in career
exploration are Discover What
You're Best At and What Color Is
Your Parachute, both available in
the CPPS office.
If you know your interest, but
don't know what career you want to
go into, there are pamphlets categorized by interest about various
jofc opportunities in CPPS. The
categories are social, artistic, realistic, investigative, enterprising or

University of North

11

10
17
12
9
16
15

The team can now look forward
to next year, when every player
will return with the exception of
doubles player Steve Yankello.

State-Stanisla-

9
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6

20

18
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Methodist College (NO
Ohio Wesleyan University
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Writer's Conference
Scheduled In August
Hallum Filled
Balloon Bouquets

The 1983 Ohio Hirer Writers'
Conference, sponsored by the
Arts & Education Council,
will be held August
at the
University of Evans ville. Designed

Ev-snsri- lle

4--

Birthdays-Parties-Graduati-

on

to provide instruction and advice
for beginning and advanced writers, the Conference will feature
professional instructors as well as
fellowship with other writers.
For further information or to
register, call Dr. Laura Weaver at
8
(812)
or the Evansvflle
Arts & Education Council office at

For all occasions or no occasion
Call

Balloons Unlimited at
264-558-

7.

2
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City Nows
The unique smoker's shop
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We carry magazines, novelty Items,

tobaccos, cards,
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located on tha squara fust balow tha traffic slat

IVg as easy as renting

a Ryder track, ens V7cy.

1T7T1

Compare costs before you make plans for moving at the end of
the semester
If you're 18 or older and have a valid driver's license, you can
use a Ryder truck,
Load up your
stereo,
clothes; everything. YouH still have room, no
doubt, for one or two friends with their things to share the cost.
Compare that to the price of a plane ticket. Or even a bus.
Plus shipping.
Rent a newer truck from the
most dependable fleet in the world - Ryder. The best truck money can rent
rent-it-her-e.

10-spee-

leave-it-ther-e.

best-maintaine-

.

For exceptional College Grads
(and those who are soon to be)
CURRENT

d,

.

OPPORTUNITIES:

d,

CU5INESS MANAGEf.'INT
AVIATION LAW
MEDICINE INTELLIGENCE
CIVIL EN G INZERI N G

We'll gladly quota you rates
and answer your questions. Contact '
Chip Alkens at the Voice office.

RYDER TRUCK RENTAL

snroER

433-470-

0

439-430-

0
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NUCLEAR ENGINEERING

A 10 STUDENT DISCOUNT IS AVAILABLE WITH A
COLLEGE LD.

West Side
East Side

-

SHIPCOARD OPERATIONS

'

Send your resume or caB

r:

Navy Officer Programs Manager
fnterport Plaza III
16101 Snow Road
Brook Park; Ohio 44142.
Cal collect (216) 676-04--

Outside Cuyahoga County
Call Collect.
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